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Society for California Sllrrliaeology

NEWSLETTER

September 25, 1986
Dr. L. Mark Raab, President
Society for California Archaeology
Department of Anthropology
California State University
Northridge, CA 91303
Dear Mark,
My staff and I appreciated the opportunity to
meet with you and members of the SCA Executive
Board on June 6 of this year. Many of the topics we
discussed at that meeting were set forth in the
August, 1986 [issue] of the SCA Newsletter. I think
it would be fair to characterize the discussions as
frank and useful.
I am glad you are aware of the fact that over the
past several years, both the fiscal and personnel
resources available to us in operating our state
program have diminished. The process of reduction in fiscal support has not necessarily run its
course. Any program that depends in whole or in
part on federal reimbursements will face difficult
policy, program, and funding challenges. The
competition for sustained fiscal ·support has
become increasingly intense.
Under such
circumstances, difficult choices by legislators and
administrators at both the state and federal levels
are inevitable. The debate on funding and
priorities may, for example, pit basic social
programs and issues such as toxic waste manage
ment, public safety and education against a host of
other programs, including historic preservation.
Let me be more specific. In 1980, California
received 1.4 million dollars from the Historic

Preservation Fund. Two years ago, we received
slightly over $700,000 in federal funds which the
state must match. Last year, that figure dropped to
$550,000. This year (1986-1987) we expect to receive
even less, although we do not yet have a specific
figure. I am concerned that the drop in funding
will be substantial, perhaps so substantial that our
total revenue may approach the minimum necessary to administer this office. I sincerely hope that
this does not occur. If it does, you can well under
stand the potential implications for our various
constituents. Obviously, some tough choices must
then be made. For instance, it may be necessary to
reduce or eliminate all subgrants, including
funding for the Archaeological Information
Centers.
On the brighter side, there at least is a Historic
Preservation Fund Appropriation for 1986-1987
and I am reasonably sure it will remain intact.
It is important that the SCA membership be
aware of and understand the facts about fiscal
constraints and what they may mean and the
political constraints that quite properly apply to
branches of the Executive.

In that regard, I pose the following questions:
In the past year or in previous years, has
the SCA taken any initiative to familiarize
itself with the politics and the administration of the Historic Preservation Fund?
What steps has the SCA taken to insure that
the Historic Preservation Fund is main tained and that adequate funding levels
are obtained?

;

What steps has the SCA taken to support
restructuring of the Historic Preservation
Fund appropriation formula so that California might receive a more equitable
share of the fund?

experienced a decrease in federally-related
workload. In fact, that workload has increased.
Accordingly a regrettable yet, under the
circumstances, reasonable decision to suspend
OHP CEQA review activities was made. Those
circumstances still exist and we cannot reinstate
meaningful and effective CEQA review until they
change. Even then, I wonder whether it would not,
in fact, be in the best interest of the resources to
devote one's energy toward emphasizing their
proper consideration at the local level. The CEQA
process is intended to, and indeed does, operate
primarily at the local level. Perhaps an effort to
sensitize local jurisdictions to their responsi
bilities for cultural resources under CEQA,
followed by institutionalization of reasonable
procedures at the local level would ultimately be
most productive. There is much here to think
about.

I suggest that education about, and involvement in, the Historic Preservation Fund should be
an important area of concern for the SCA, and I
would welcome any indication of your interest in
it.
Your June letter broached the subject of "CEQA
enforcement" Your use of the word "enforce
ment" is interesting. It connotes the sort of
authority typically conferred on lead and
responsible agencies. The Office of Historic
Preservation (OHP) has never had, and does not
now have, any statutory or regulatory mandate to
act in an "enforcement" capacity
Several years ago, an attempt was made to
involve the OHP formally as an advisor to the
Resources Agency and the Office of Planning and
Research with regard to the redrafting of those
sections of CEQA guidelines that deal with
cultural resources. In fact, the appropriate
wording appeared in draft legislation but was
deleted before the legislation was chaptered.

In that regard, I ask the following questions:
What has the SCA done (and with what
degree of success) to replace the Deddehrelated approach to archaeology currently
in force under CEQA? What does the SCA
plan to do in this area in the future?
What has the SCA accomplished in the
area of legislation to provide the state with
the- means neededto assure that agencies
not only adhere to their cultural resource
responsibilities under CEQA but also
develop good local mechanisms and
procedures that minimize the need for state
monitoring and review? What does the
SCA plan to do in this area in the future?

On a purely informal and discretionary basis,
the OHP beg-an-to review CEQA documents in late 1976. Between 1976 and 1983, our fiscal and
personnel resources expanded significantly.
Accordingly we were not only able to carry
forward and indeed expand our federally related
program activities, but we were also able to
intensify our review of CEQA-related documents.
Even then, however, our workload was such that
we could not assign more than 1.5 person years to
CEQA review without jeopardizing our effectiveness in other program areas. Those other program
areas were (and still are) mandated by virtue of
our participation in the federal historic preservation program. Federal funding depends on our
ability to carry out these mandates in accordance
with prescribed performance factors. CEQA
review is not a federally reimbursable activity. In
fact, it was never specifically authorized in the
state portion of our budget as an object of
expenditure.

You asked me several questions concerning
present and future work on the State Historic Plan.
An update on what has recently happened in this
area would be an appropriate beginning.
The Draft Santa Barbara Element was mailed
to 250 individuals, agencies and organizations in
June, along with a questionaire on which
reviewers could record their impressions of the
document. A one-month review period was
designated. By the time that period expired, only
15 responses had been received. To date, only 34
have been received. I am disappointed with these
results.

As I stated before, our fiscal resources have
been dropping steadily in recent years. In
addition, in 1984 the Department of Parks and
Recreation, along with most other state agencies,
was directed to reduce staff size, resulting in an
OHP staff reduction. Despite the decreases in
funding and staff, however we have never

Nonetheless, the OHP State Plan Task Force
will review these responses. Based on that
analysis and on other considerations, the Task
Force will provide me with recommendations
regarding the role of the draft Santa Barbara
Element in future OHP planning activities. I also
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expect the Task Force to provide me with a range of
planning alternatives developed, as they must be,
with reference to existing and future fiscal
.onditions.

Has the SCA developed a list of resources,
people, institutions, etc., that could be
effectively used in plan development?
What has the SCA done, in practical terms,
to encourage private sector and legislative
attention to the needs of the comprehensive
planning process?

It is also important to mention that we are

currently engaged in several activities directly
related to the comprehensive planning effort and I
herewith extend to the SCA an invitation to
participate. In fact, several members of the
organization are already involved. I refer to our
efforts to develop programmatic treatment plans
for various resource types, to our efforts to
encourage agencies to consider their resources in
more comprehensive terms, and to our effort to
develop archaeological survey guidelines.

I hope my remarks have provided you with
answers to the questions posed in your letter and
some idea of the reasons behind my perspectives
on the topics you raised. I look forward to
receiving your response to my questions. I also
hope that communication between OHP and the
SCA can occur on a more routine basis. Indeed, I
think that it is vital to the best interest of the state's
cultural resources. Certainly more meetings and
discussions are in order although I realize that it
might not be easy for the Executive Board to attend
such meetings on a regular basis. Perhaps you
could give some thought to designating one
member of the Board as an OHP liason.

We will continue to pursue these objectives and
develop others we think can make constructive
contributions to the statewide planning effort even
if our resources diminish further. In that regard,
we need the active cooperation of the SCA and other
professional organizations.
I would thus ask the following questions:

I appreciate the SCA's interest in OHP and its
programs and look forward to our continued
association.

In what specific ways has the SCA
encouraged its members to participate
actively in the state planning effort?
What specific steps has the SCA taken to
help organize its membership for
constructive participation in the state plan
ning effort-beyond simply holding a
workshop in connection with the annual
meetings?

Sincerely,
Kathryn Gualtieri
State Historic Preservation Officer

[The discussion which follows has been
prepared by the Newsletter staff. It is based on
personal experience and information received
from several sources, but any errors or omissions
are ours alone. It is designed to provide some
background to newer members who do not
remember the old days, as well as an unofficial
response the the above letter. Finally, this
discussion has not been reviewed or approved by
the Executive Board of the SCA]

archaeology, yet those not familiar with our past
might incorrectly read in these questions the
suggestion that we have been somewhat idle. The
SCA has a long history of preservation efforts, and
this history is well known in the OHP Yet, as is
correctly pointed out in the questions posed by the
OHP, there is obviously much more to be done, and
we cannot rest on our laurels.
First some background-I think its fair to say
that the SCA's letter and meeting last June evolved
out of a sense of frustration on the part of many
SCA members with the apparently uneven way in
which cultural resources are often treated in
California: resources are often needlessly
damaged when local agencies decide to fight the
system; some of the archaeology which is now
performed in California belongs back in the 1930s.

First, we sincerely appreciate the time and
effort which went into the above letter. This
response can only be viewed as a step toward a
constructive dialog between the OHP and the SCA.
However, some of the questions posed in the letter
ay be misleading to newer members of the SCA
he SCA has done a great deal for California
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What finally brought this long-term frustration .to a head was a case in Santa Cruz in which a
federally funded project repeatedly damaged an
archaeological site in spite of everything the
project archaeologist, Native Americans, and the
SCA could do. The bottom line is that the City
Planning Department, as the lead agency, was
able to get away with murder. Repeated letters and
contacts at all levels led nowhere-the city
continued to maintain it had done no wrong, and
the letters on both the state and federal levels
seemed to vanish into a black hole.

•

In spite of these efforts, and the efforts on the
national level by other organizations, many of the
problems have continued. It was largely these
same problems (lack of meaningful and
enforcable standards) which led in 1981 to the
Deddeh bill, AB 952, which made serious changes
in the way archaeology is practiced in California.
The SCA could only play a small role in the fight
against this bill because our charter and status as
a non-profit corporation preclude anything but the
most limited lobbying. However, virtually all of
the major players in the battle were SCA members.
We were asked to explain to the legislators why we
could not solve the problems in archaeology-and
they didn't want to hear about the bill Reagan
vetoed or the State Plan that would be completed
soon. We were told repeatedly, "If you can't solve
your own problems then we'll solve them for
you-but;you might not like the results:" Wh~ll we
inquired about some form of state licensing, we
were repeatedly told, "That is politically
infeasible."

We discussed our options and came to the
conclusion that the SCA simply does not have the
human resources to work with each of the
hundreds of local agencies in California, nor do
we have the financial resources to take legal
action to insure compliance by each of these local
agencies-although in the past the SCA has done
both on a limited scale. For example, the SCA has
participated in a number of legal actions over the
years. Society for California Arcbaeolo~ y.
County of Butte (1977; 65 Cal. App. 3d 832, 838) is
still cited in historic preservation law.
A further source of frustration bas been the
lack of meaningful (and enforcable) standards
and guidelines for the practice of archaeology
There is some pretty poor archaeology being don~
in California, and again there seems to be nothing
anyone can do about it--and the SCA has tried!
•

•

•

These were followed in 1974 and 1979 by the
California Directory of Archaeological
Consultants, and by a comprehensive Code
of Ethics. [In 1976, these functions were
assumed by the Society of Professional
Archaeologists, but until that point the SCA
had been among the nation's leaders in
these areas. In fact, SOPA made substantial use of the SCA's efforts during its
formative period.]

Beginning in 1970, under SCA President
Torn King, legislation to establish a
California Archaeological Survey was
proposed, fought for, and finally passed
with broad support by both houses of the
legislature. It was vetoed in 1973 by
Governor Reagan in a dispute with the
legislature over totally unrelated issues.

During the battle over the Deddeh bill in 19811982, many SCA members commuted to Sacramento on a regular basis, taking time off from
work and paying our own way at a collective cost
of tens of thousands of dollars to oppose the bill.
The details of this fight are spelled out in the SCA
Newsletters and special mailings of the period,
and do not need to be repeated here. Since then
efforts have gone into helping with the State
Plan-the huge number of hours donated by SCA
members to the plan, task force, and other projects
would be very bard to total.

In the late 1960s-early 1970s, the SCA
established eleven district clearinghouses
in conjunction with CALTRANS. With
CEQA these were changed into CEQA
information and coordination centers.
Only later did they evolve into the
Regional Information Centers we know
today

Reading over these paragraphs I guess what we
are trying to say is that the SCA and its members
have been trying for nearly 20 years to improve
archaeology in California, and are still trying.
And it looks like we have done a pretty good job in
many areas. But perhaps now some of the
problems we face are just too big for us to handle.

In 1973 the SCA published volumes titled
Recommended Procedures for Archaeo
logical Impact Evaluation (Moratto, King,
and Leonard 1973) and The Status of
California Archaeology (Moratto 1973).
The former was a set of CEQA guidelines
issued in response to the Mammoth
decision.

It was precisely this feeling of frustration that
caused us to approach the OHP last June. Because
the SCA simply does not have the human and
financial resources to approach and work with (or
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that the offer will be gladly accepted. Our next
Board meeting will be within the month, and we
invite Ms. Gualtieri or members of her staff to
attend. Our next annual meeting is in Fresno on
April 16-18, 1987-please join us and meet our
membership. Listen to the concerns they have,
and lets work out means by which we can address
our mutual problems.

fight) each local jurisdiction in California
individually we sought help and leadership from
the state agency we felt was in the best position to
provide it.
But based on the letter we received, the OHP
also lacks many of the resources to accomplish
these goals. OHP does not have the legislative
mandate or funds to perform CEQA review, and is
short of funds for federal mandates as well.

Perhaps by joining together we can solve some
of the problems that have plagued California
archaeology for years, and that neither of us has
been able to solve separately.

So where do we go from here? The OHP's offer
to work with the SCA is very welcome and,
although we cannot speak for the Board, we feel

&uest edilorials
California's State Heritage Plan,
What is the Next Step?

resources and definition of their significance;
however, it focuses on salvage excavation as the
only treatment (presuming that archaeological
resources are recognized only when developments
with adverse effects are proposed). A Native
American ethnic element was to be included but
was not resolved for this printing.

Paul G. Chace
The first, regional portion (Santa Barbara
County) of the State Heritage Resources
Management Plan has been drafted and now is
printed. Already it has been adopted by County
Planners! A State Plan can be created! What is
the next step? Public input may well determine
what happens next.

With this heritage management document the
State is creating the initial Plan structure.
Regional planners and experts are expressing
interest and contributing. The Plan can be further
improved as more citizens get involved, to be sure.
The law stipulates it should be updated annually.

A State Heritage Resources Management Plan
was mandated by Federal requirements two
decades ago. In 1984 the Legislature's California
Heritage Task Force recommended that an
expanded State Heritage Resources Commission
(SHRC) establish the Plan, and our legislators
and Governor Deukmejian authorized it as State
law, PRC 5020.4(d)(e). With a very limited budget
allocation, staff in the Office of Historic
Preservation (OHP) has organized the creation of
a first regional plan, one covering Santa Barbara
County The document mostly was voluntarily
drafted and assembled by regional experts.

The Next Step?
The SHRC and OHP staff are determining the
next step in the establishment of a California
Heritage Resources Management Plan. Still
without major budget, two possible avenues are
being considered. One approach would be to
augment and refine the Santa Barbara Plan to
provide an exemplary Plan structure; a sound and
fully operational document should excite citizens
in other areas to similar action. The other
approach would be to extend only the operational
"prehistoric element" of the Plan into further
regions; this would leave any planning for all
other types of heritage for years in the future. Up to
now, we have not provided the SHRC/OHP with the
budget to do much more.

Draft Plan Contents
This document is a big step. forward in
heritage resource planning. All those involved
should be applauded. A great deal of participation
and consensus has been achieved. The Plan for
Santa Barbara has both a historic and a prehistoric
element.
The historic element creates a
marvelous matrix and content for appreciating
significance, but it lacks a first draft on the
appropriate range of treatment for historic
resources. The prehistoric element is highly
detailed and precise in both recognition of

Two Plan Priorities
The first priority for the plan must be to
encourage the SHRC/OHP to establish a structure
encompassing heritage in all its aspects. To
isolate efforts on prehistoric cultural resources
planning is a disservice; this avenue only
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emphasizes division in the multiple aspects of
California's cultural heritage. A priority in
structuring each regional Heritage Resources
Management Plan should be inclusion of initial
statements for all the proper elements of heritage.
For the first draft, some elements may be only
brief outlines, with definitions and potential
treatments. Plan elements should be composed
for: prehistoric archaeology· history (historic
sites); historic architecture; historic artifacts and
arts; folklife and folklore; ethnic heritage; Native
American heritage; and underwater historic
resources.

State leadership is critical in organizing the
Plan structure, but its development will involve us
all. Governor Deukmejian and the legislature
have come through the State's fiscal crisis of
recent years with necessary constraint. This may
be the opportune year to have them augment the
SHRC/OHP budget.
The SHRC/OHP can
organize the leadership and with concerned people
in all regions create the California Heritage
Resources Management Plan.

With Just a Wink and a Nod
It Could All Be Gone!

The list of heritage elements is pragmatic.
There are concerned specialists to aid in
composing Plan elements for each of these fields.
These elements ought to overlap, but each kind of
resource tends to be studied differently. More
importantly, each would be subject to different
kinds of planning treatment. (When mitigation
of adverse project impacts is the issue, some are
not covered by environmental laws.)

Ronald V. May
How many times have archaeological
scholars sought collections in museums and found
only "goodies"? How often have museums only
curated animal skulls, one or two marine shells
from each unit, or edge-worn "tools"? How many
archaeologists have found that they must return to
the field to recover their own samples because
some scholar before them dumped all of the
repetitive "stuf'f' after counting the pieces for a
field report? With just a wink and a nod, this sort
of non-scientific dumping of archaeological
collections is done routinely arnon g administrative personnel of curatorial institutions and
principal archaeologists.

The second priority to be faced is to augment
this draft Heritage Plan with greater discussion
and resolution for establishing the worthy uses of
each heritage resources. (For instance, in the field
of historic architecture many treatments have
become highly refined: restoration with t~x
benefits, adaptive reuse, fa~ade easements,
relocation to "pioneer" parks, HABS drawings,
etc.) The appropriate range of treatment for each
type of heritage resource needs to be set forth. This
will involve many more owners, developers,
decision makers, and citizens. They will help
provide the broader consensus necessary for
predictable, systematic decision making about
public heritage planning.

The very same archaeologists who bemoan the
old-timers for dumping valuable specimens often
agree to dumping once they have "had their way"
with the collections. The old "squeezed orange"
philosophy which made California archaeologists
sit up in the 1960s is actually a common belief
system among many CRM archaeologists who
actually believe that no one will ever wish to
reexamine their collections once they have written
their mitigation reports.

Support for SHRC/OHP
The OHP staff sent out about 200 copies of the
regional Heritage Resources Management Plan
for review. Your comments of support and
criticism are very important. Statements from
your organizations are especially helpful.
Ultimately, the Plan will require wide consensus.
Write to:

The problem is hair-raising for California
scholars who are supposed to inherit these time
capsules for future research. The problem lies
with a serious communication breakdown among
the professionals who administer public and
private museums and the CRM donors.
Archaeologists from the discipline of anthropology
generally get a "C-" grade for demonstrating the
multiple value of statistical packages of samples
for future educational purposes. Anthropologists
in general are not good at public outreach. The
skills of public relations, relevance synthesizing,
and bridging academic themes and theses to
museum programs are not easily acquired and
often are only possible with specific personalities.

Dr. Hans Kreutzberg, Chair
State Plan Task Force
Office of Historic Preservation
P.O. Box 942896
Sacramento, CA 94296-0001
Dr. Robert Hoover Chair
State Historical Resources Commission
c/o Office of Historic Preservation
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Perhaps the problem is only perceived by a
minority of "purists" who are naive enough to
believe that there is any real long-term value in
saving complete samples statistically recovered
from sites which were 99% destroyed by bulldozing
under permit-enabled projects. Perhaps only those
few who carried environmental legislation and
permit resolutions forward to approval are naive
enough to believe that the money was truly spent
for future public benefit. Perhaps those private
developers who financed such projects really
believe that those samples will be "there" for
posterity.

all the metates, manos, and non-painted pottery in
heaps. A curator at Yorktown, Virginia expressed
an eagerness to dump all but the reconstructed
bottles from their National Park facility to make
room for more displayable antiques. Most plain
glass, unpainted pottery, seeds, wood, bones, and
non-tools in museums across the United States
will find their way to new trash dumps before the
turn of the century.
It is time that California archaeologists tackle
the problem of selling the values of study col le ction s to California educational systems. If
curation of bulky collections is "the problem" then
let us look to packaging sample study collections,
along with slide strips and accompanying text,
and loaning them to school districts. The
delegation of study collections to the schools would
make them retrievable by future scientists, while
making them usable and thus relevant. If we
prepared research designs which demonstrated the
cumulative role of study collections as "indices
along a linear path toward problem resolution"
then the critical survival of intact collections
might be understood by museum people. In fact,
they might add Study Collections to the National
Union Catalogue of Museum Collections and
invite national scholars to visit important collections at their institutions.

In truth, archivists and museum curators
liken statistical archaeological collections to
boxes of business records and family papers which
need to be purged for redundancy, irrelevancy,
and lack of historical value. Unless a case is
made as to how a collection can be of future use, it
will be purged.
For example, the National Park Service
recently submitted for public review "Curation of
Federally Owned and Administered Archaeo logical Collections." Pages 25 and 26 spell out
policies for discards. These policies enable
institutions to continue the practice of surrendering Indian ceremonial objects to local tribes,
dumping "descriptive data" which has been
"recorded and photographed," or deciding what
things have "physical integrity" or are of "little
intrinsic, research, or educational value" (Policy
79.8).

California archaeologists need to address this
dilemma. CRM archaeologists need to be more
concerned with the long-term curation and utility
of collections in ongoing educational programs.
We must prepare the concluding sections of our
reports in such a manner that the collections can
be better utilized in the storage places. We have to
sell relevancy of samples and make certain that
statistical data packages will not be invalidated by
museum dumping. We must make certain that
while we are fighting one step ahead of the bulldozers to save our heritage, it will not be dumped
behind our backs by the museums ... with just a
wink and a nod.

In a recent Museum Administration graduate
course in Public History at San Diego State University, the prejudices against archaeological
collections of "redundancy," "physical integrity,"
and so-called "educational value" from a museum
curator's viewpoint became crystal clear Most
archaeological material is considered "dead
storage" and of little display value. Routine in
museum collection is the culling of samples. At
least one museum in Arizona, for example, dumps

Pacific Coast Archaeological Society
Announces Big Stock Reduction Sale

8CS'l CJJutlons
SCA logo buttons are
still available through SCA
Secretary Larry Bourdeau
(address on page 11). These
unique symbols of our organization can be obtained for
$1.50 each by mail. Order
several as gifts and help
support the SCA Get them
while they last!

Volumes 1 through 15 of the PCAS Quarterly
are now available for half price! ($2.50 for single
issues, postpaid; $2.00 at the SCA meetings in
Fresno). Exceptions are the few out-of-print issues
or those in scarce supply. Volumes 16 through 19
and the two Occasional Papers are reduced in
price. Bring your wish list and fill in your library
at the SCA meetings in Fresno. See you there.
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Lavinia C. Knight, Editor
PCAS Quarterly

EMployMENT OppoRTUNiTiEs

startling). Above this is a layer of concentrated
debris mixed with charcoal, probably a result of the
1893 fire. From here to the surface are various
layers of deposition all evidencing recent
disturbance.

INFOTEC Research, Inc. ORI) anticipates
hiring, in 1987 a number of field archaeologists
for excavation projects in central and southern
California. We are particularly interested in
field technicians who are Valley Fever-immune
and who have substantial experience excavating
burials and/or architectural features. Please send
current c.v. under a cover letter, summarizing
relevant excavation and Valley Fever experience,
to:

Several locations on the site had been heavily
potted, and recent demolition of buildings and
grading heavily impacted the immediate surface
to a depth of approximately 10 cm.
Of major importance was an extensive
undisturbed trash deposit. Due to the tremendous
quantity and variety of artifacts, the feature was
nicknamed the "Bonanza" Pit.

INFOTEC Research, Inc.
Att'n Dr. Michael J. Moratto
19524 Hillsdale Drive
Sonora, CA 95370

Upon completion of the analyses, the data will
be synthesized into a three-volume report. The
anticipated publication date is Spring/Summer
1987 An advanced publication ordering price has
been set at $46.50 postpaid. Anyone wishing a copy
should send a check to: Great Basin Foundation,
1236 Concord Street, San Diego, CA 92106.

NEWS FROM TkE
GREAT BAsiN FouNdATioN
Great Basin Foundation's 1984-1985 excavation of the Riverside Chinatown (RCT) has moved
into the "analysis phase." Twenty-one analysts,
specialists in their respective fields, have received
the artifacts and are in the process of preparing
draft reports.

On another note, GBF's Director of Research,
Dr Christopher Raven, and his wife Shelly, are
presently on Boigu Island in New Guinea doing
ethnography and ethnoarchaeology among the
islanders. Boigu Island is very small, occupying
only a few square kilometers. Most of it is swamp
with considerable standing water. Their village
lies on the northern shoreline about two meters
above water

The "Wong Ho Leun" site (as RCT was christened by Maxine Hong Kingston) has yielded a
wealth of information regarding urban settlement
of the overseas Chinese. Because it is probably the
last center of this type that has not been redeveloped
since its pioneer heyday, the site is providing a
unique opportunity to investigate ethnicity and
adaptive strategies.

Their research intent is to elicit information
on the structure of resource data, the manner of its
transmission, and the systems of exploitation that
it enables.
And, lastly GBF is officially a Research
Team for the 1987 Earthwatch program. In Fall of
1987, two expeditions will be conducted in
Panamint Valley (located west of Death Valley).
The purpose will be to record the formal characteristics of the geoglyphs there. This will entail
collecting both associated archaeological artifacts
to determine the geoglyphs' age and environ
mental data to determine their range and spatial
distribution.

This particular Chinatown came into
existence in 1885 and was a major center of
activity in southern California until approxi
mately 1910-1920. The property, privately owned
by the Chinese immigrants, remained in the
hands of the Chinese until the death of George
Wong in 1974. Since then, it has been owned by the
County Superintendent of Schools.
Archaeological investigation by GBF located
several commercial and residential structures as
well as infilled basements which resulted from a
fire in 1893. The artifacts span a broad range of
anglo, Japanese, and Chinese materials; for
example, opium pipe bowl typology (by H. G.
Wylie and others) has already been expanded to
include 18 new styles.

CAlifoRNiA MissioN SrudiES
This is an invitation to all members of the

California Mission Studies Association
and to those interested in the California Missions
or Hispanic California to attend and/or participate
in the 1987 annual meeting. The meeting will be
held at the Mission Santa Clara on the campus of
Santa Clara University. A full schedule of papers

Stratigraphic evidence exists for an episode of
flooding occurring shortly after the town's found
ing (being located in an arroyo makes this not
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and workshops is planned. The dates are
January 30, 31, and February 1, 1987.
Our keynote speaker will be Father Antonine
Tibesar from the Academy of Franciscan History.
His topic will be The Mission as Institution in
Spanish America. Our banquet speaker will be
Norman Neuerburg, art historian.
He will
present an illustrated talk entitled Ancient Rome
in Early California. Plan to attend the conference
because such an opportunity will not occur again
soon!
Those wishing to make presentations should
send a title and a brief description by December 15,
1986 to: David R. Huelsbeck, CMSA Conference
Chair, Department of Anthropology-Sociology
Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA 95053.
Presentations will be limited to 20 minutes.
Several local motels have offered conference
rates. If you need their names or other information on the meetings please write to the above
address or call (408) 554-2794.

.
CA-BUT-882 consists of two U-shaped cobble
hearths and associated artifact scatter situated on
a finger ridge between two seasonal drainages.
Artifacts from the 1984 investigation included
machine-cut nails, tin can fragments, glass
container sherds and remnants of rubberized
boots. Glass sherds represent primarily beverage,
condiment and medicinal containers. Of interest
is a preserved paper label from a brass opium
container and a brass one-half dram weight.
Very little faunal material was recovered, with a
minimum of one cow represented in the collection.
In sum, the artifacts represent a relatively high
percentage of personal and domestic items as
opposed to structural and mining goods. The
assemblage can be placed before 1900 and very
likely before 1890.
CA-BUT-612 is a smaller site but contains a
greater number and variety of artifacts than CABUT-882. Located on a terrace above a seasonal
drainage, it is characterized by a fairly dense
artifact scatter, plus a possible hearth with an
associated earthen pad. The recovered artifacts
are similar to those form CA-BUT-882. Of
particular note is a glass tumbler base partially
modified for probable use as an opium lamp.
Penstock and faunal are present in the
assemblage, with a minimum of a cow, a sheep
and a pig represented. In addition, structural
remains at this site may reflect the presence of a
more substantial structure. CA-BUT-612 also
exhibits some twentieth-century disturbance.

A.RckAEoloGy AT Two MiNiNG SiTEs,
LASSEN NATiONAl FOREST, BUTTE
COUNTY' CAlifORNiA
Lassen National .Forest (LNF) is in the process
of completing archaeological investigations at two
mining sites in Butte County, about 100 miles
north of Sacramento. These sites, CA-BUT-882
and CA-BUT-612, are located at 5500 feet elevation
and are situated within the Balsam Creek
drainage system. The sites were originally
identified in 1977 (Greenway et al.) and were
revisited and updated in 1981 by Duff and Cowan
during archaeological reconnaissance of a land
exchange project between LNF and Diamond
Lands Corporation. As part of the Section 106
process a research design was prepared in 1984 by
LNF district archaeologist Gregory Greenway; the
two sites were test excavated under his direction
during that summer (Greenway 1984).

The sites appear to be largely undisturbed
examples of placer mining in the 1870s/1880s,
within a remote, marginally-productive area of
Butte County. The presence of opium paraphernalia and Chinese food storage jars, as well as
archival data, point to use by Asian miners. They
bear many sililarities-in artifact assemblages,
spatial arrangement, and architectural featuresto rural Chinese mining sites investigated in
northern California (Tordoff with Seldner 1986)
and southern Oregon (LaLande 1981, 1982). In
significant contrast, however is the absence of
Chinese eating vessels at the Butte County sites.
Whether this is the result of extra-careful curation
of such items, or reflects the lack of Chinese
porcelain availability (resulting in use of Anglo
goods) remains undetermined. Another alternative, that non-Chinese were using both opium
and preserved Asian goods, seems unlikely.
Further analysis of material collected during the
recent data recovery efforts may help clarify these
and other questions concerning Asian occupation
at the sites.

LNF contracted with Public Archaeological
Research in 1985 for analysis of material collected
during the testing phase and for a report documenting findings. That report, prepared by Dr.
Judith D. Tordoff and Mary L. Maniery, included
the technical analysis, discussion of National
Register eligibility, effect determination and a
data recovery plan (Tordoff and Maniery 1986).
The sites were subsequently determined eligible
for the National Register of Historic Places under
36 CFR 60.4 criteria (a), (c) and (d) and data
recovery commenced in the summer of 1986.
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Preservation, 1100 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Suite 809, Washington, DC 20004.
Editor's note-A new set of regulations for the
Section 106 Review Process became effective
October 1, 1986. This is titled 36 CFR Part 800:
Protection of Historic Properties. It also is
in the Working with Section 106 series, and
can be obtained at the same address.

SociETY foR CAlifoRNiA
ARckAEOlOGY 1987 ANNUAl
MEETiNGS-CAll foR PAPERS
The next annual meeting of the Society for
California Archaeology is April 16-18, 1987 in
Fresno, California.
Please send abstracts for papers and
symposia to the Program Chairman no later
than February 1, 1987 Include with your
abstract your name, address, telephone, and
symposium title (if known).
The 1987 SCA meetings will be held in
Fresno, California, at the Center Plaza
Holiday Inn, 2233 Ventura Street, Fresno
93721. They are holding a block of rooms for
SCA members; reservation deadline is April 1,
1981. Call (209) 268-1000 for reservation
information.

Submitted by:
Mary L. Maniery
Public Anthropological Research
P.O. Box 160756
Sacramento, CA 96816-0756

The meetings will be co-sponsored by the
U.S. Forest Service (Sierra National Forest),
National Park Service (Yosemite National
Park), and the Fresno Archaeological Society.
For further information contact:

NoTEs fROM TltE AdvisoRy CouNcil
ON HiSTORiC PRESERVATiON
The Council is pleased to announce that a new
publication, Section 106, Step-by-Step, has just
gone to press and will soon be available. This
publication, which is one of the first items in our
new Working with Section 106 series of
information documents, describes Section 106
review and walks the reader through each step of
the process. It contains a diagram of the review
process, photos of National Register properties and
examples of adverse effects, and two appendices:
Appendix A is an annotated list of Section 106
working documents, and Appendix B is a glossary
of Section 106 terms.

Meeting Chairman

Greg Greenway
Forest Archaeologist
Sierra National Forest
1130 "0" Street
Fresno, CA 93721
(209) 487-5163

Program Chairman

Scott Carpenter
Park Archaeologist
Yosemite Research Ctr.
P.O. Box 700
El Portal, CA 9531 B
(209) 372-0462

NEXT NEWS DEAdliNE

Single copies of this publication will be
available form the Council on request. If you
would like to receive a copy, please write to:
Publications Office, Advisory Council on Historic
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Society for Ca{ifornia .9lrcliaeo{ogy
fJ'fie Society for California Jlrcfiaeo[ogy is a non-profit scientific ancf ecfucationa{
corporation. Its two purposes are:
rr'o facilitate coorcfination ancf cooperation anwng arcfiaeofogists in Cafifornia: (1) to
stimu{ate scientific researcfi in tfie arcfiaeofogy of Ca{ifornia, (2) to pronwte ancf maintain
stancfarcfs ancf goafs for arcfiaeo{ogy in Ca{ifornia, (3 to encourage tfie cfeve£opment ancf use
of new tecliniques for tfie 6etter recovery, interpretation, ancf preservation of arcfiaeofogica{
remains, (4) to concfuct symposia ancf meetings for tfie presentation of arcliaeofogica{ matters,
ancf (5) to pu6{isfi ancf cfisseminate information on arcfiaeofogicaf researcfi in Ca{ijornia.
rr'o faci£itate efforts 6etween arcfiaeo£ogists ancf a{{ citizens of Cafifornia: (6) to stimufate
greater pu6{ic interest in ancf pu6{ic uncferstancfing of tfie tecfiniques ancfgoafs of arcfiaeo£ogy
in Cafifornia, (7) to cfisseminate ecfucationa{ information to tfie pu6{ic, {8} to encourage ancf
assist in tfie conservation of arcfiaeo£ogica{ remains for future researcfi ancf pu6{ic l(_nowfecfge,
(9 to cfiscourage ancf curtai{ tfie cfestructive ezy£oitation in Ca{ifornia of arcliaeo£ogica{
resources, ancf (10) to increase pu6{ic appreciation ancf support for scientific arcfiaeofogy in
Ca{ifornia.
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11promiTlfJ €vents
-.January 30-February 1, 1987
California
Mission Studies Association Annual Meeting,
Santa Clara University.
Contact Dave
Huelsbeck at (408) 554-2794.
-April 2-5, 1987
American Association of
Physical Anthropologists, Vista International
Hotel, World Trade Center, New York City.
-April 16-18, 1987 (Easter Week).
Society for California Archaeology
Annual Meeting, Center Plaza Holiday
Inn Fresno-phone (209) 268-1000 for
reservations. Contact Meeting Chairman Greg Greenway (209) 487-5163 or
Program Chairman Scott Carpenter
(209) 372-0462 for information.

-May 6-10, 1987
Society for American
Archaeology 52nd Annual Meeting, Royal
York Hotel, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
-August 20-30, 1987
16th Pacific Science
Congress, Seoul, Korea. Contact Dr. Wong, 125
Vassal Lane, Cambridge, MA 02138.
-March 24-26, 1988.
Society for
California
Archaeology
Annual
Meeting, Redding.
We need more items for this section. Please
send information on meetings to Bill Seidel, the
Calendar and Announcements Editor (address
on page 11)
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